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Good afternoon and thank you for the opportunity to testify.  My name is Beth McConnell, and 

I’m the Policy Director for the Philadelphia Association of Community Development 

Corporations (PACDC).  Thanks to your support of PACDC, last year through our Community 

Development Leadership Institute we provided low cost, high quality learning opportunities to 

over 900 individuals on topics that ranged from real estate development finance and targeted 

housing preservation to school enrichment and serving immigrant communities.  These 

sessions are building a strong network of experienced professional staff and capable volunteers 

to better empower their work as they advance local neighborhoods throughout the city.  

 

As you know this is a very uncertain time around federal and state funding for affordable homes 

and community development in Philadelphia.  Policy makers in Washington and Harrisburg are 

attempting to withhold grant funds to Philadelphia over unrelated policy disagreements.  Even if 

that issue is resolved, it is unclear what kind of commitment the new Administration and 

Congress in Washington will maintain to the Community Development Block Grant, the HOME 

program, the Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) program and other sources of federal 

funds PACDC’s members rely on to strengthen neighborhoods and improve the lives of 

Philadelphians.  

 

It has always been important for the City of Philadelphia to boost its local financial commitment 

for affordable homes and community development given the massive unmet needs in our 

communities, and decades of cuts to federal and state programs.  But now that we face 

potential elimination of federal funds, the time to act is now to ensure Philadelphia continues to 

grow the activities outlined in the CAPER, the upcoming proposed Consolidated Plan, and the 

goals established in the Assessment of Fair Housing (AFH).  
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PACDC urges the Kenney Administration to: 

 

1. At least double dedicated revenue to the Philadelphia Housing Trust Fund 

As you know, Philadelphia needs more than 70,000 new units of affordable homes to 

meet the needs of our lowest income Philadelphians, but unfortunately Philadelphia lost 

over 23,000 low cost rentals between 2000 - 2014.  Our homeless services systems are 

far beyond over-capacity, and thousands who seek help are turned away every year.  

While new investments in eliminating waiting lists for the Basic Systems Repair Program 

(BSRP), the Adaptive Modifications Program (AMP) and the Weatherization Assistance 

Program (WAP) are forthcoming, the need for home repair is significantly bigger than our 

current waiting lists.   

 

PACDC has presented a range of funding sources to Council and the 

Administration to boost funding to the HTF, and we urge you to act on one or 

more of those ideas as part of the FY18 budget process to ensure there is at least 

$25 million per year available to the HTF.  

 

2. Make cash grants available to non-profits to make critical home repairs 

While new funding will allow the City through the Philadelphia Housing Development 

Corporation (PHDC) to serve those on the waitlists for BSRP, AMP and WAP, other 

qualified, experienced non-profits need cash grants to serve residents that live in 

desperately unsafe and unhealthy conditions.  Organizations like Rebuilding Together 

Philadelphia and Habitat for Humanity and others can serve residents deeper with 

repairs far beyond what PHDC offers, can leverage other private and philanthropic 

dollars, and can stretch resources far.  We urge DHCD to ensure that rather than in-

kind services from PHDC, cash grants are made available to continue the work of 

providing healthy, safe homes.    

 

3. Expand the CDC Tax Credit Program  

The Philadelphia CDC Tax Credit Program has been a lifeline for 40 CDCs and 

intermediaries that rely on the 10-year committed funds to do work that strengthens our 

neighborhood economies and provides job opportunities for our neighbors.  But several 

qualified, capable CDCs have been unable to get into the program due to a lack of 

available slots, and some CDCs that are just beginning to engage in economic 

development work could use modest, shorter term resources to do planning and hire 

staff for programs in neighborhoods that lack investment and job opportunities.  PACDC  
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has presented recommendations to Council and the Administration, and we hope to 

work with you during the FY18 budget process to implement those 

recommendations for expanding the CDC Tax Credit program.   

 

4. Maintain support for the NAC program 

Neighborhood Advisory Committees (NACs) help our most vulnerable neighbors.  They 

prevent them from losing their homes to foreclosure, get them enrolled in LIHEAP to 

keep the heat on during the cold winter months, distribute food and clothing, and 

connect neighbors to other resources and services.  The trust that NACs have with 

members of the community is also valuable in reaching residents that are afraid of 

government agencies, particularly as it relates to tax compliance.  NACs also bring 

neighbors together around plans for the neighborhood, and should be seen as a must-

stop for the Rebuild Initiative and any other public or private driven investment.  At a time 

when neighbor-to-neighbor engagement and mobilization is critical to protecting and 

rebuilding our communities, we hope you will remain committed to funding the NAC 

program at its current levels or better.     

 

5. Ensure an adequate budget for the Philadelphia Land Bank   

The new Philadelphia Land Bank Strategic Plan contains an Economic Benefit analysis 

that shows a boost in its budget and goals could deliver an immediate upfront benefit of 

$7.4 million better than the Sheriff’s Sale process in direct sales, and an annual savings 

in the first ten years of more than $4 million.  Those figures assume that a significant 

portion of land dispositions are for nominal value for community beneficial uses such as 

affordable homes and green space.  Philadelphians deserve a Land Bank that delivers 

on the promise of a better system; continuing to rely heavily on the old system doesn’t 

get us there.  We encourage the Kenney Administration to be more aggressive in 

its use of the Land Bank and to ensure an adequate budget for its operations. 

 

PACDC thanks DHCD, the Commerce Department, and the Department of Planning and 

Development for your support for the work of PACDC and our members, for the ongoing open 

dialogue between the Kenney Administration and the community on how we can work together 

to continue investments in Philadelphia’s communities and our neighbors, regardless of the 

national or state political climate.  Thank you for the opportunity to testify.  
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